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OBJECTIVES

In Unit 6.4, you will learn how crucial is to properly evaluate

rural areas for entrepreneurs, and what kind of methods can

be used for this type of evaluation.
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Understand how rural evaluation 

can inspire the entrepreneurs

Understand the importance of 

regional evaluation
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YOU WILL BE ABLE TO...

Learn the evaluation methods 

for rural areas

Understand the advantages of 

evaluation of renewable energy 

sources in rural areas



TOPICS
1. Importance of the evaluation of regional potential

2. Topics and methods of rural evaluation

3. Evaluation of renewable energy sources
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Importance of the Evaluation  

of Regional Potential



• Making a detailed analysis of a region can help to spot the major issues and the best

opportunities for entrepreneurs.

• Especially in developing countries, making these evaluations, detecting deficiencies and

opportunities, and informing investors and entrepreneurs about the region leads the

process into a regional development.

• Therefore, this kind of evaluations need to be done as much as possible to help rural

areas to keep up with the world in terms of technological progress and investments.



The process of evaluation can be summarized into the following steps:

Gathering data about 

region

Comparative analysis 

of the gathered data
Conducting projects 

attracting investors and 

inspiring entrepreneurs 

Spotting the shortages 

and opportunities



• Taking timely precautions requires constant observation of the region having been being focused on.

• These precautions are significant not only to hold the line, but they also are crucial to

leverage the competitiveness as well as the investment attractiveness of the region.

• The possible perspectives for evaluating a region could be stated as follows:

Social Development Economic Advance Environmental Protection



EvalForward project can be very helpful for you to understand the importance of rural 

evaluation. Let’s watch this video to have a better idea on this topic!

Evaluation for Food Security, Agriculture and Rural Development

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtasXaplNLM


If you cannot measure it, you cannot control it.

– LORD KELVIN



Topics and Methods of 

Regional Evaluation



• A region’s wealth can be determined by a

combination of several capabilities such as

production, innovation, economy, infrastructure,

entrepreneurial activity and human potential.

• Thus, taking the region’s whole wealth into

consideration, the regional potential can be

determined & used while developing the region.



Production

Innovation

Economy

Infrastructure

Entrepreneurial 

Activity

Social potential



PRODUCTION: Innovation capability, technology

level and the efficiency of the industry form

the industrial potential.

Perpetually growing the production rates and

efficiently using the resources at the same time

greatly enhance the other economic branches.

Moreover, it helps to meet the regions’ demands

much more easily, and enables the industry to

make huge exports with high quality goods, too.



INNOVATION: The high prevalence of various types of

research & development organizations, aka RDOs, the

number of the personnel hired in research and development

(R&D) departments, the quality of people with different

branches of education in the society, the quality as well as

the quantity of R&D tools and devices per researchers are

significant factors affecting the overall innovative potential.



The progress of the nations which insist on protecting some 

traditions or beliefs that are not based on any logical proofs, will be 

difficult; perhaps it will never occur. Those nations which cannot 

overcome the restrictions and conditions of their traditions, will not 

perceive of life as a logic and real occurrence. They are condemned 

to live under the sovereignty and yoke of those nations who perceive 

of life philosophy from a wider perspective.

– MUSTAFA KEMAL ATATÜRK (1922)



ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY: The ratio of the

gross product of the region in the total gross

domestic product as well as the quantities of

produced goods and provided services per

each facility, the total amount of businesses

established, the average income of businesses

and the average employment level of businesses

within the region are the values required to

evaluate the entrepreneurial activity therein.



INFRASTRUCTURE: When infrastructure is

constructed by assessing factors such as the

population living in the region, the density of

transportation network and the supply levels of

industry, it becomes very crucial to always

maintain the sustainability of production lines.

Thus, constantly supporting progressive and

innovative systems becomes a must.



The main elements of economic development, in 

other words, roads, railroads, seaports, land and 

sea transportation vessels, are the physical and 

political blood veins of the nation’s presence.

– MUSTAFA KEMAL ATATÜRK (1930) (AFET İNAN, ABOUT ATATÜRK H.B., P. 266)



ECONOMY: The economic potential of a region

reveals the rate of precedence tasks during

the process of scientific and innovative

development by computing the share of

investments in an environment with a fixed

capital of industry.



SOCIAL POTENTIAL

Human potential can be evaluated by the education level of the workforce as

well as the attractiveness of scientific and innovative fields for employees.



I never give orders for tasks in the field of science, 

especially social science. I would like scientists to 

enlighten me in these fields. Thus, if you have 

confidence in your knowledge of science, culture, 

do tell me about it and show me the constructive 

sides of social sciences and I will pursue them.

– MUSTAFA KEMAL ATATÜRK (1923)



Evaluation of Renewable 

Energy Sources



• Renewable energy systems become more popular day by day.

• The lack of knowledge on renewables and their overall

profitability discourages some of the entrepreneurs.

• However, promoting investments on renewable energy systems and

increasing the awareness on renewable energy would eventually

turn the investors’ attention to establish such feasible facilities.

• Also, conducting new researches to improve the overall energy

harvesting efficiency of the renewable energy systems can

encourage entrepreneurial activities upon renewable energy.



Establishing renewable energy facilities generally requires a wide open

land that can be easily found in rural areas. Carrying out enough research

and evaluation, such areas that are suitable for establishing renewable

energy facilities could be found. These facilities are to become one of the

best options for the entrepreneurs seeking investments in rural areas.



Evaluating the renewable energy potential within the rural areas could grant various

advantages. For example:

Increasing the use of 

renewable energy systems 

is a pretty good example of 

establishing eco-friendly 

environments.

Using renewables instead of 

fossil fuels reduce pollution 

in air, water and soil.

Renewable energy can 

support the economy 

greatly.



Solar power is not about fashion, it's about survival.

– SIR NORMAN FOSTER



SURF 

TO FIND OUT 

MORE If you want to learn more about researches on 

renewable energy, read this article!

You can download a pdf of an article about 

evaluation process!

Here you can find a very interesting article 

about effects of agricultural production.

You can access this article about an example in 

Russia!

Here you can watch a video about the 

effect of evaluation on climate change.

This video is about evaluating food insecurity.

You can learn a lot about the importance of 

evaluation in rural areas on the website EvalForward.

Here is a Tedxtalk about revealing the rural 

potential by Alexander Katzung.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032118301205
https://www.atlantis-press.com/proceedings/ispcbc-19/125914484
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/es301644y
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/282136/1-s2.0-S2212567114X00080/1-s2.0-S2212567114007060/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPr%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIEsSK7N6%2BOCYx8VvfzGtyCj8XPGVPEXH4%2BPNSX5kAEQSAiEA%2F2BxHjUPuJZWNJlbOOVm%2FeeZ3v%2BxekVjfq8Sxv%2BJDD4q%2BgMIcxAEGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDMpCT%2BdTABGVhkF7GSrXAy86rdbTyls%2FEroyNapd8A3%2Fs0OIb679R5ecTg4rOP4cg56PRdBFXspEnK0pXc1dwy6NPo1ksKdKF2X7ddjhi8pgEqfjYWgmhCY3mxv46Sw4Ut4w230ZIsES8fp0mIpcsIhuaOlhdLiiwNpZwSAYwjlQ%2F8jC5LV77vKeKsyPxXH7rIVx6f1crLNbFywCVbR3kSBNV9JEMFL9H3qrEVPf77%2Fl9XtjhBvenI%2BibuDZet3odKUK1sgAx9p8x2M3Vqtt5tzhG6IPS9whl0boIgyvQErAqeTzqEIVhXFtdeVrUfhTO0s3cojDAE4WpvCOgUqPX6GTtXG1gg85X91SL%2Funo1My571LBFUInvUpdkUgCwl75suZw2UL%2FGDHqqLvhX2YsmU2zC1OrwoyuzCeESwfLPwopg3g%2FIp9KM8Dkt5jZJRrI3FCTrAg%2BKYTrDfZ%2FyW6xzRb9%2FNywTs0R%2BUGR6e6moS2Gs%2BkgQgfoyCFLLTvzuGObdrE6fhMEYHxVOi6TkkFr7IDfrxkYkGxJ4un6DDnyyq853AEaJw%2BgGlimQI07DOEvGvy%2BWIO1J59VuPPNungDouLmB0gckuUOxWk8ImWYzjtzRRVF5wtYl5ETO%2BGl%2Fal81hOHA13ejCe2vWKBjqlAQYmDWZjQ1QaCP%2Bl6g%2F2L5Rs0na2zNH%2Fu57IlQ1R0nB8VEKAdtdt9Y3uQimUfLzoEFxGFiG7gyHyjClageDyBwolDXez887jW3ccMOXJMXpDaW%2B4o%2BtffHeq0I%2BsbjklDnAhTUEKP4dp36YM7ismGCJE3S9y%2B0oo5nCNeT4wX2zolukb0L3WNplcYTk47MUWHT%2BGcWlX4eJmlR468bkdRfiBUvumvg%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20211006T101111Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UMWCGHR%2F20211006%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=787b09e8f1e393bdd10ae319adca4381a03d9095fcbe750a92c40e0ac946b51e&hash=c2fe74377b6a4a0ab76df551878528a6a1c0493a60b1c5530b32a35ff951c28c&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S2212567114007060&tid=spdf-2e3c6de1-a249-4f43-bf04-28331066d8fc&sid=c35c501d33d2f8472e8acc65b9bdb54e7139gxrqb&type=client
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXlMzCm18bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVnbjabLs80
https://www.evalforward.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWQxHJgM9pY


MATCH THE TOPICS WITH THEIR DEFINITIONS

Disposition of the industry to innovation, productivity of 

industry and the yield potential of the industry

factors such as the density of transportation 

network and the supply levels of industry

the total amount of businesses established, 

average income of businesses & average 

employment level of businesses in the region

prevalence of various types of R&D 

organizations, and personnel working in R&D 

departments

education level of the workforce 

rate of precedence tasks during the process of 

scientific and innovative development by computing 

the share of investments

Production

Innovation

Economy

Infrastructure

Entrepreneurial 

Activity

Social 

Potential



MATCH THE PARAGRAPHS!

Topics of the evaluation of regional 

potential are…

Perpetually growing the production 

rates, and efficiently using the 

resources at the same time …

Evaluating the renewable energy 

potential of rural areas can be …

Human potential can be evaluated by 

the education level of the workforce …
… greatly enhances the other economic branches

…social development, economic advance and 

environmental protection.

… beneficial for the environment.

… as well as the attractiveness of scientific and 

innovative fields for employees.



TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!

1.Social Development

2.Economic advance

3.Environmental protection

Which of the options above are relevant topics for evaluation of a region?

A) Only 1   B) 1 and 2   C) 2 and 3   D) All

Which one below is not as important as the others when evaluating a 

region?

A) The success rate of new businesses in the area.

B) The fashion of the year in the region.

C) Employees’ tendency to be interested in research and development. 

D) Access rate to electricity in the region.



3- Which data can be used to evaluate a region’s innovation potential?

A.)  The density of transportation

B.)  The portion of the gross product of the evaluated region in the 

gross domestic product

C.)  The yield potential of the industry

D.) The number of personnel working in R&D departments

4- Which one below is not an advantage for the evaluation of 

renewable energy sources?

A.)  Increase on entrepreneurial activity

B.)  Environmental benefit

C.)  Increase on the education level of people

D.)  None of above



5- Making a detailed analysis of a region can help to spot major 

issues in rural areas. 

(True/False)

6- Establishing renewable energy farms doesn’t require a very wide 

land. 

(True/False)

7- Taking timely precautions is crucial not only to maintain obtained 

position, but also to elevate competitiveness and investment 

attractiveness of the region. 

(True/False)

8- Regional potential can be identified as a region’s wealth that can 

be used to develop the region. 

(True/False)



9- Innovation potential is the number of personnel working in 

departments of the industries and transport networks. 

(True/False)

10- The values of total amount of businesses and average income 

of businesses are important for the evaluation of social potential. 

(True/False)

11- Innovation capability, technology level and the efficiency of the 

industry form the industrial potential. 

(True/False)



…………… systems become more popular day by day. The lack of

knowledge on renewables and their overall profitability discourages

some of the ………… . However, promoting investments on

renewable energy systems and increasing the awareness on

renewable energy would eventually turn the investors’ attention to

establish such ………… facilities. Also, conducting new researches to

improve the overall ………… of the renewable energy systems can

………… entrepreneurial activities upon renewable energy.

Fill the blanks with appropriate words.

1- Renewable energy

2- Entrepreneurs

3- Feasible

4- Energy Harvesting Efficiency

5- Encourage



1. Do the topics in this presentation explain regional 

evaluation enough? What other perspectives can be 

used while evaluating a region’s potential? 

2. How the results of a regional evaluation can be used to 

increase entrepreneurial activity on that region?

DISCUSSION



Evaluation is creation: hear it, you creators! 

Evaluating is itself the most valuable treasure of all 

that we value. It is only through evaluation that 

value exists: and without evaluation the nut of 

existence would be hollow. Hear it, you creators!

– FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE



SUMMARY

• In this unit, you have learned about how regional

evaluation and local development are bound to each

other.

• You have also learned main evaluation titles and

correct regional evaluation methods.


